We have recently learned to pay more attention to hygiene. Bacteria and viruses are mainly transmitted via hands. Automatic doors and contactless buttons can help, not only during a pandemic.

**Perfect solutions for**
- Grocery stores, butcheries
- Office buildings
- Medical facilities

The spread of viruses and bacteria through manually operated push or pull switches can be largely prevented with the touchless switch record BLS 60-REL.

Your door can be upgraded with a DFA 127 automatic swing door operator with little effort and within a short time. Whether as a powerful FULL POWER version with full sensor protection or as a LOW ENERGY version with decelerated operation for more sensitive environments, record always offers the right solution.

**Applications**
- Automatic doors in sanitary areas to reduce the spreading of germs and dangerous pathogens
- Gesture control of automatic doors in residential care homes, also for people with limited mobility
- More stringent hygienic requirements for opening doors in hospitals; e.g. operating theatres, laboratories, patient rooms